
                    

"Subculture is the Way to 
Express Your Individuality" 



Young people have a particular relationship with the world. 
A particular cultural grouping  is a way for young people to express 
their individuality.

“How can teens express their individuality?”
No more than 5 – 8 sentences

It was your homework.



HACKER
They are the 

wizards of 
computer 

community.
People with  deep

understanding 
of their computers
can do things with

them that seem 
magical.

RAPPER
 All persons who 

listen 
to rap (or read it). 
They often wear  

caps,
T-shirts and baggy 

trousers



ROCKER
A young person 

who wears
a leather jacket, 

army boots
and a cowboy hat.

He is associated 
with 

something 
rebellious. 

HIPPIE
Some classify these 

types 
of people like drug 

users 
and rock and roll 

fans.
Their behaviors 

differ 
from social norms.

PUNK
They dress in 
shocking way

to express their 
identity.

They reject 
everything and

rebel against the 
society.



What is a Rapper like?

Rappers usually have short hair dresses 
though short African plaits, dreadlocks 
are popular too. Rappers like to wear 
sport style of clothes: caps, T-shorts, 
jackets with hoods. Rich rappers wear a 
lot of very expensive gold jewelry with 
diamonds. Often the price of such things 
can be equal to the price of houses.



Rock*n*ro
ll

Elvis Presley – was the leading figure of
early rock*n*roll.

Chuck berry – his energy, guitar style 
and 
humor were all of important influence 
on 
later rock*n*roll stars.



Techn
o

Chemical  brothers – a popular British 
group.
Prodigy – the British group, taking the 
top 
places in many charts.

Kraftwerk – the German band, was 
one of 
the first who played techno music.



We are going to read Ex. 3 page 96

“Young People’s Movement and 
Organizations”

Урок английского языка    
27.04 в 11.30 в ZOOM

Код 795 5556 8735



Your Homework:
Учащиеся 9 В класса выполняют Ex. 12 p. 100

Выполняют Ех. 8 р. 99
Учащиеся Беленов, Боков, Головина, Егоров, Какулия, Квасов, 
Чолан,  Степанищев,Чернышова,Червяков, Яловенко, Русанова, 
Хонякина, Оглоблин, Шумахер, Федечкина, Тормосин  
Пожалуйста, оформите работу в следующем формате:
1. вверху работы укажите свою фамилию и имя
2. укажите класс, номер упражнения, страницу
3. отправьте работу по следующему адресу: 
                   raykina_a@list.ru 
Работу выслать строго 24.04 до 18.00, далее задания не принимаются 

Остальные учащиеся готовят сообщения 5-6 предложений
“Youth organization I’d prefer. Why? “  ( “I wouldn’t prefer any… because… ”


